
 
                                                                                                                        

Address: L’Espérance - 44560 Corsept - GPS : Latitude:47.249406957888446 - Longitude: 2.13134765625 
 

Your check point is signaled by 2 bicycles and 2 Breton flags. 
 

 

 

BY CAR 
 

From Nantes, 2 options: 
 By the south of the river Loire: take the exit in the direction of «PORNIC - ST-BREVIN - NOIRMOUTIER». Be careful, on the 

highway, stop following the direction «PORNIC - NOIRMOUTIER» when you encounter the road sign indicating the direction 
of «PAIMBOEUF - ST-BREVIN». Cross the town VUE, then PAIMBOEUF and then CORSEPT.  
L’Espérance is situated to the right on the road D77, at about 1 km after the road sign indicating the end of the town of  
CORSEPT. 

 By the north of the river Loire (the advised itinerary for those who are coming from Paris). Follow « SAINT-NAZAIRE ».  
 

From St Nazaire :   
 Cross the bridge. At the end of the bridge, take the first exit on the right, in the direction of «CORSEPT - PAIMBOEUF». Turn 

to the left immediately in the direction of «CORSEPT - PAIMBOEUF». Drive for 7 km. Slow down when you cross the 
intersection of «GRAND PERRET». The Manoir de l’Espérance is 150 m on your left.  

 

HIKERS & CYCLISTS 
 

BE CAREFUL : The cycling way between CORSEPT and ST-
BREVIN has one exit only.   
Once you are on this road, it’s impossible to leave it before the bridge 
of ST-NAZAIRE if you are coming from PAIMBOEUF, 
and it’s impossible to leave it before CORSEPT (the town center) if you 
are coming from the bridge of ST NAZAIRE. 
 

Coming from PAIMBOEUF :  

Take the cycling way which is parallel to the road D 77 until CORSEPT. 
 

Coming from St-BREVIN or the bridge of St-NAZAIRE :  

Take the cycling way until the town center of CORSEPT. 
 

Thisis how you can join the Manoir from the center of Corsept, without 

cycling on the main road : 

- Enter the center of CORSEPT. While you are there : 
. Go and try the specialties of our Butcher (Gold Medal for his Black Pouding, National Price fro his Garlic Sausage, Honour Price for his White Pouding) 
and don’t leave without his “terrine du Perche”. Open from Tuesday to Saturday from 8.30 am to 1pm and from 3.30 pm to 7.30 pm. 
. Go and discover the magnificent Croix Châtre and the small church, its wooden vault is an imitation of the hull of a boat. 

- Cros the center by the street « St-Michel » and follow the boards « VELO-ETAPE ». At the « Haut-Chemin », turn to the 
right in the direction of “La Herse”. At the intersection with the road D 77, turn to the right. L’Espérance is 150 m on the 
left.   
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